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The 201 and 203 range of welded metal bellows shaft mounted
mechanical seal assemblies are designed to deliver an
economic sealing solution for a wide variety of low temperature
[up to 200°C] applications.
Superior performance through optimised design characteristics
and materials will maximise seal life and performance.
⇒ Inherently pressure balanced - no steps needed for shaft or
sleeve.
⇒ Minimum seal face loading reducing seal face wear.
⇒ Centrifugal cleaning action expels materials which clog pusher
type seals.
⇒ Bellows action overcomes the hang-up problems associated with
pusher seals.
⇒ Inconel 625 10 convolution welded metal bellows [201] offers a
combination of high mechanical strength and corrosion
resistance.
⇒ Bellows plates shaped for extended seal performance.

201
The 201 with a 10-convolution Inconel 625 bellows and end
fittings is an excellent general purpose seal element for use in a
broad range of applications including corrosive and abrasive
media. The wider range of potential applications makes the 201
seal the logical choice for any plant standardisation programme.
203
Dimensionally the same as the 201 supplied in all Hastelloy C
construction.
Telephone: (08) 9302 3833

Facsimile: (08) 9302 2933

P.O. Box 1642, Wangara WA 6065

Standardisation Programme:
The 200 series are an integral part of the Standardisation
Programme [PSP].
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Dimensions conform to one “Standard Seal Unit” [SSU].
Fits standard 21X cartridge series.
Materials selected for greater universality ofapplications.
Off the shelf availability.

Specification
Temperature

Limited by
Elastomer

Pressure
Speed
Applications

One ply welded bellows
Rotary element
• All Inconel 625

• All Hastelloy C

Lower/Upper limits
⇒ Viton: -15C to 200C
⇒ Nitrile: -30C to 100C
⇒ EPR: -45C to 130C
⇒ Aflaz: -50C to 200C
(limited by seal element to
200C)
Vacuum to 20 bar / 300 psi
Up to 25 m/s / 4500 sfpm
⇒ All round high performance
seal handles mild to medium
corrosive and abrasive fluids
such as caustics, chlorides
and acids
⇒ handles medium to high
corrosive and abresive fluids
such as hot & concentrated
caustics, salts and chlorides

Quality Assurance Programme:
The company is ISO 9001 certified and committed to producing
sealing devices of the highest quality.
The 200 series are manufactured to strict design specifications
for optimum seal performance.

24 Hour Phone Service: 0419 307 677

Email: triseal@ca.com.au

Unit 2, 30 Achievement Way, Wangara, WA 6065
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